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First Witness Statement of HN200 I

Dated signed: 21 August 2019

IN THE MATTER OF THE PUBLIC INQUIRY INTO UNDERCOVER POLICING

Lii
1-IN200 c/o Designated Lawyers, PO Box 73779, London WC1A 9NL, WILL

SAY AS FOLLOWS:

This witness statement is prepared in response to a Rule 9 request dated 13

June 2019 and concerns my deployment as an undercover officer ("UCO") within

the Special Demonstration Squad ("SDS") from 1974-1977.

2. I have been shown the documents attached to the Rule 9 request but I have not

otherwise refreshed my memory by looking at any other documents.

3. I am known in this Public Inquiry by my nominal number HN200. There is a

restriction order preventing the publication of my real name.

Personal details

4. My full name is HN200 Iand I was born in the mid 1940's. I

Police career before and after serving with the SOS

I have seen an extract from my personnel file (Doc 1, Tab 2, MPS-0726734)

which gives a summary of my career history.

I in the mid 1960's. II joined.the Metropolitan Police Service ("MPS") I was
Li 5

posted -to a Central London Ipolice station as a uniformed officer and was at a

demonstration virtually every week. Sometimes there would be rows of green
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8.

police buses and no activists, which must have meant lots of money being

wasted, and other times we would be lacking police on the scene.

i 6 i

I joined Special Branch ("SB")1 in the late 1960's. 11 was a Constable when I joined
7

SB. Initially, I worked-in I moved

to 'C' squad investigating left-wing groups such as the Communist Party.

Discusses previous role in Special Branch

9. Whilst I was in Wa-r-1-113—s-c— davil I changed my appearance by growing a

beard and allowing my hair to grow long, but I did not have any kind of cover

identity. Changing my appearance was just extra security meastife.

:11:

10. I was promoted to Detective Sergeant in the early 1970's

Selection for the SDS
112

1 1. I first realised that the SDS existed when I was covering demonstrations in the late 1960's.

I was there for SB as an observer to report back about any trouble spots. I recall

watching the. first Grosvenor Square riot on the television whilst off-duty at the
1 1i1

section hod-se

12. I realised a new squad must have been formed in autumn 1968 as I suddenly

saw members from SB mixing with the activists. As I became more experienced
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then I was told more. I assumed that the squad had been set up as means of

obtaining more reliable information about disorder to allow adequate policing,

unlike the demonstrations I had witnessed as a uniformed officer.

:14:

13. In April 1974, I was asked if I would like to join the SDS by FINB-   I was

told to go and see him. He asked me to think about it and come back in a week.

I do not know why I was selected but I imagine a recommendation came from

an SBsomeone bri 'squad. I assume they thought I was suitable for. 

SDS, although no one spelled it out for me.

14. I chose to join the SDS as I was young and it was reasonably exciting divergence
1 161

from normal duties. I think I must have discussed it v‘iitri Ian SB squaditearn

managers, although I cannot recall any of that discussion.

15. I did not discuss the work or its impact on my family life with any SDS managers

before I agreed to join. They knew I was married as SB was quite an intimate

group at that time. For example, I would sometimes get telephone calls in the
1 171

early hours of the morning whilst I was—dh al.- 11squad and my wife

would pick up. I asked my wife if she was happy for me to join the SDS and, if

she had said no, then I probably would not have joined.

16. I thought joining the SDS would entail a lot of stress but I obviously did not

understand entirely what would be involved. The information I was given was not

deficient but, if I had been tasked in to infiltrate a Marxist group, I would probably

have asked to come out of the field. I would not have thought there was any

stigma in doing so. It would be far better to be honest and say you could not

continue rather than make mistakes. I was fortunate that I was tasked to infiltrate

the International Socialists ("IS") as they were not too extreme. I recognised

many IS members as holding reasonable views, and it can be forgotten that some

policemen held those views as well. I was sympathetic with their views on

aspects like the Vietnam War, but I did not support other aspects, like what the

IRA was doing in Britain at that time. I do not think my views changed due to my

deployment.
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Training and guidance in the SDS

17. I did not have any formal training when I joined the SDS, but I spent around six

months in the back office. The training was given by the people working in the

office. Everyone who was deployed undercover spent time in the office to see

how it worked. I would also go out and meet the other UCOs at their twice weekly

meetings. That was really the only advice I receivecl„ I gained a lot from listening
[is!

to the other UCOs talk. I had lots of discussions iiith FINI--13-4-4 as he knew I

was to replace him. He would tell me how the IS branches worked and talked me

through key figures whom I had probably come across anyway from

demonstrations I had attended whilst in SB.

18. I have been asked whether I was aware of the Home Office circular number

97/1969 "Informants who take part in crime" (Doc 2, Tab 4, MPS-0727104) during

my time with the SDS. I think I was shown this document at the time. I imagine

this was whilst I was still in the back office. Certainly the SDS management made

it clear that I should not get into the position of leading a group in any particular

direction. I understood that my role was to be a normal member and observe

what was going on. I have heard that some of my colleagues got more heavily

involved by taking positions of leadership.

19. I have been asked whether I was aware of a "Tradecraft manual" or binder

containing guidance about how to behave whilst deployed undercover. I cannot

recall ever seeing a manual or any documentation about how to behave whilst

undercover.

20. I was not specifically given advice or guidance on how far it was acceptable to

become involved in the private lives of the activists I met whilst undercover. I took

it for granted that sexual relationships with activists, involvement in criminal

activity, or encouraging others to engage in criminal activity was not permitted.

We did discuss what to do if we were arrested whilst at a demonstration. We

were told to ask to see a senior officer and given a telephone number for them

to call. I imagine the call would have gone to a Commander. I did not assume I

would automatically be released, but obviously they did not want SDS officers
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getting involved in court proceedings. I imagine they would pull some strings but

they would have to do so without arousing suspicion. I was never arrested and

so I did not find out what would happen. We did not discuss what to do if we were

before a court, or any issues of legal privilege. Neither of these ever happened

to me. Mostly it was stressed that we should not get into a position where we

could be construed as organising or leading a group in a particular direction.

21. Our training was not really refreshed except by the discussions we had at our

twice weekly meetings, and any training was not provided in a formal or

particularly organised way. I was never given training on race or gender equality

issues.

Undercover identity

Cover name

22. Whilst undercover with the SDS, I used the cover name "Roger Harris". I was not

known by any other cover name or nickname.

23. My cover name is a deceased child's identity. I was told that the normal way of

choosing a cover name was to go to Somerset House and find someone who

had died. I did query whether it was necessary to do this but it was explained that
19

this was the usual proce .

and because some of the groups were

prone to checking on odd details.

24. I think someone from the back office came with me to Somerset House to show

me the ropes as it was a big undertaking. All the records were kept in huge

binders and, as so many people died, each binder only covered a relatively short
:20:

span of

I also deliberately

chose someone who had died as a teenager rather than a very young child. I

thought that then anyone checking would have to go through a lot of binders to
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find the death certificate, and the chance was they would not persevere that long.

I did not use the identity of anyone else apart from the deceased child.

25. I did not create a particularly detailed background persona. I have been asked if

I had seen the document titled "Penetration of Extremist Groups" (Doc 3, Tab 3,

MPS-0724119) but I was not aware of it at that time. I cannot recall supplying an

autobiography or any process of eradicating inconsistencies as suggested in that

document. The only paperwork I had was a driving licence and birth certificate. I

never had a passport as, in general, SDS officers did not travel abroad at that

time. At least, I cannot recall anybody being allowed to go abroad. I received no

other written guidance on creating my legend; it was largely left to me.

Cover employment

26. I had cover employment as a mechanic and van driver at a small garage

1 2'n

27. My daily routine was to go to the garage each morning and stay for couple of

hours. I would then usually go to the van premises and check no one was looking
22_:

for me there, before going on with the rest of my day.

28.

Details how HN200 obtained his cover employment.
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29. As far as I am aware, my cover employment was only tested on one occasion

when I drove three activists to a meeting. When we came out of the meeting, the

car would not start. I raised the bonnet and noticed the distributor cap was half

removed. I fiddled for a bit to make it look like I knew what I was doing, put it

back on and the car started. I cannot imagine the cap would have come off

without someone taking it off deliberately. They knew I worked in a garage and I

suspected one of them had removed it as the activists were always testing

people. For example, anyone new was always accused of being a police spy to

test their reaction. I knew about this tactic before I was deployed as I had been

told about an UCO who was accused of being a spy but pointed at someone else

and said "no, it's him". The other person ending up being kicked out of the

meeting. I was challenged once in a meeting but I cannot recall what I said. I

knew it was standard practice as I had seen it happen to other people at previous

meetings I had attended by that point. I was only accused of being a spy once

and I was not threatened.

Cover accommodation

30. I had cover accommodation at an end-of-terrace flat in Hounslow, West London.

It just had one bedroom. I think I arranged it myself by answering an advert in a

local paper. I did not share it with anyone and no activists or other UCOs ever

visited it. The landlord did not know I was an UCO. I think I paid the rent in cash

once per month. I used to spend around one night there each week, and the

other nights at my private address. Sometimes I would go to my cover address

before going home in case anyone was watching. However, I was not aware of

anyone following me home or checking my address. It became second nature to

do basic anti-surveillance checks when driving home, like going around

roundabouts twice to see what was happening behind you.
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Legend building

31. My ordinary appearance before  was fairly

clean cut and clean shaven. When I beganl  another role 1 in SB, I let my hair

grow long and grew a beard. I kept my long hair and beard when I was deployed.

32. I did not have to change anything about my appearance when I was deployed in

the SDS. I did not visit any particular places or people in order to prepare for my

undercover work. I just spent around three months in the back office and then

went straight out and started going to activist meetings in Twickenham.

33. I have seen the breakdown of SDS vehicle running costs for 1974 (Doc 4, Tab 5,

MPS-0732966) and 1975 (Doc 5, Tab 6, L MPS-0728979) and can confirm: that I
[26

was provided with a Morris Traveler. I do not know how it was purchased

The vehicle was registered in my cover name and I

would claim the petrol expenses back.

Deployment

Infiltration of groups

34. I was tasked to infiltrate the International Socialists ("IS"). My initial recollection

was that I was tasked to infiltrate the Socialist Worker's Party ("SWP"). However,

it has been pointed out to me that the SWP did not form until 1977 and I must

have infiltrated IS until that time. I accept that this must be correct.

35. I have seen also various intelligence reports referring to the Worker's League

("WL"). I do not recall infiltrating WL but I accept that I probably did based on the

reports I have seen, particularly the reports dated 26 July 1976 (Doc 6, Tab 7,

UCPI0000010713), 13 October 1976 (Doc 7, Tab 7, U0PI0000021462) and 9

March 1977 (Doc 8, Tab 7, UCPI0000017788), which report on WL meetings and

list my cover name.
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36. The Troops Out Movement ("TOM") was a campaign in vogue towards the end

of my deployment. The SDS certainly had an UCO in the TOM but I would have

attended some of their events as the IS used to tag on to anything they could,

which was one advantage of being an IS member.

37. However, I would only have been regarded as a member by the Twickenham IS.

I cannot recall the precise process of becoming a member, but it was an official

process and I assume I had to pay a subscription. I probably became a member

in around September or October 1974. I went to few meetings first then (think

they asked me to join.

38. I have viewed the reports in the Witness Bundle. I recall writing reports on more

meetings and demonstrations than are in the bundle, and therefore this is not all

of my reporting. I attended one or two activist meetings each week, but there are

very few reports of meetings in the Witness Bundle. I also often went to

demonstrations at the weekend and submitted my report on a Monday morning

as a matter of course. If it was a large demonstration, usually I would have put in

a report together with any other SDS UCOs that attended. As far as I recall, they

went to the back office where they were put into decent English. The back office

may well have combined two reports. But I would always have submitted a report

even if another UCO had also attended the demonstration.

Tasking

27

39. My initial tasking was to join the IS as I H N343 lwas leaving the field. I cannot

recall who gave me this tasking or when exactly it was, except that it must have

been during my initial period in the back office. When I was deployed, my senior

officers were DCI Derek Kneale, DI Les Willingale, and DS Dick Scully, so Derek

Kneale would have been responsible for my tasking.

40. I was not told how long I would be in the SDS. I have seen for the first time during

this Inquiry that the document titled "Penetration of Extremist Groups" (Doc 3)

recommends a 12-month deployment. However, I think 3 years is about the right

length. I feel that the first year you find your feet, the middle year is the most
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effective, and in the third year there is a danger you could become careless or

overconfident.

41. For example, when I was nearing the end of my deployment, I signed one of my

personal cheques in my cover name. I knew the person serving me at the bank

and so it was not a problem, but it made me think it was time to stop working

undercover.

42. I was sometimes given some specific tasking about weekend events such as

demonstrations arising from the general group discussion at SDS meetings. I

cannot recall any particular examples, but I think it would have related to potential

public order issues that may arise. I was not party to information from other

sources outside the SDS.

43. I would have put forward ideas to see if the senior officers agreed. We had

discussions at our SDS meeting about what was generally going on in different

groups so I was aware of other areas in which the SDS was deployed. For

example, as the Irish issues were very current at the time, if an Irishman came

out of the woodwork at my branch, I would have fed that information back to the

senior officers. I cannot recall any particular examples.

Premises and meetings with other SDS UCOs

44. The SDS officers would have meetings on Mondays and Thursdays in one of two

safe houses. One was originally somewhere around South East London and then
28

moved min another address in South London. and another
1 291 30

wasrsgmewheie in West London I recall setting up ithe South London safe
31

house.

There was also the back office. I think it was a floor in Scotland Yard itself. Once

I was in the field then I did not go to the back office.

45. I would generally submit reports and expense claims on Mondays and receive

any specific tasking about weekend events on Thursdays. We would also have
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a meal and socialise on Thursdays. It was not always possible for everyone to

attend but usually we had about a 70% turnout.

46. The general pattern of the meeting was reports, then a general group discussion,

then the senior officers may talk to someone individually about an issue.

Sometimes you would be taken to another room for individual discussions. There

was not a great deal of work-related discussion between the UCOs. We would

discuss demonstrations but not actually what was going on within our groups,

and nothing was routinely discussed as part of an agenda. We would generally

only deal with issues at demonstrations in any detail.

Pattern of life whilst undercover

47. When I was on duty, my daily routine was to go to the garage and van premises

in the morning and any SDS meeting in the afternoon. Activist meetings were

usually in the evening, so I sometimes went home to my private address in the

afternoon before going out again to the meeting in the evening. I would be on

duty almost every weekend at a demonstration or selling magazines.

48. I was entitled to two days off per week, although that did not always work out. I

could pick which days I had off, but if there was a demonstration or an IS meeting

then I had to be there. When I was off duty I would not go into the garage linked

to my cover employment or attend any meetings. If I was off duty for a long

period, I might tell other IS members that I was going to Devon for the weekend

to give them a reason for not being able to contact me. The hours were irregular

compared _with other SB work, although my most irregular hours were when I
32_1

worked oh  another 1 squad.

Pay and over-time

49. I recall that I was paid overtime, but my hours on the SDS were similar most

weeks. I think I was probably better off than in other SB squads, but not by a
33

huge amount. When I wa-g-bn the pay was very good as

some days were very long and I received a lot of overtime.
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Reporting on the International Socialists ("IS")

50. As set out above, I was tasked to infiltrate the IS. The IS's objectives at the start

were to follow Tony Cliff. They were totally anti-Labour because they did not

consider Labour to be a party for the working man. The IS did have subversive

objectives in the sense of being disruptive, although they did not generally use

violent means. One of the benefits of infiltrating the IS was that it gave me cover

for appearing at other groups' activities, as the IS always seemed to want to get

involved in other groups' issues.

51. I have seen the intelligence report dated 1 October 1974 (Doc 9, Tab 7,

UCPI0000017924) and can confirm that I am the Roger Harris referred to in this

report. The address given in that report is my cover address. I assume the report

was written by the back office to start a file in my name and ensure I was assigned

a 402 number so that I was in the system. I think I became a member of the IS

just before the date of the report. I did not join immediately but waited until I was

asked. It would have been too obvious to have just come in cold and say I wanted

to become a member. I cannot recall attending any IS meetings apart from those

in Twickenham and Isleworth. I have seen intelligence reports referring to

individuals from the Hounslow branch but no reports on meetings of the

Hounslow branch.

52. I have now seen the guidance about taking up office in activist groups in the

document titled "Penetration of Extremist Groups" (Doc 3), although I did not see

this at the time of my deployment and I first saw it as part of the Witness Bundle.

At the time of my deployment, I understood that I was essentially barred from

taking up an office. That said, there were some roles, such as organising

distribution of The Socialist Worker magazine to members, which I would not

include in this as they were not very proactive. However, certainly the offices of

chairman and secretary were not open to me.

53. I do not think I would have needed to have held an office in the IS in order to

gather sufficient information as various details were often read out in meetings
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at Twickenham. It was quite a small branch and I think it was fairly laid back in

terms of sharing information. The secretary probably gave us documents that

they should not have done. For example, if the IS circulated information saying

that a particular number coaches would be travelling to London from the north of

England for a demonstration, it may have been read out in branch and I would

report that information back as it would help uniform to cover that demonstration

appropriately.

54. The intelligence reports in the Witness Bundle mostly appear to fall into three

general categories: reports prior to joining the SDS (1971), reports about the IS

(1974-1975), and reports on the WL (1976-1977).

55. I have viewed all of the intelligence reports relating to the IS in the Witness

Bundle. I think I am the reliable source referred to in most of the reports relating

to the IS between October 1974 and October 1975. I do not recall writing these

reports specifically as they relate to a period a long time ago. However, I recall

the activists mentioned in a number of the reports, and my cover name is listed

in the reports dated 20 February 1975 (Doc 10, Tab 7, UCPI0000012141), 11

June 1975 (Doc 11, Tab 7, UCPI0000007328) and 23 June 1975 (Doc 12, Tab

7, UCPI0000012710).

56. There some intelligence reports for which I do not think I would have been the

source:

a. Intelligence report dated 20 December 1974 (Doc 13, Tab 7,

UCPI0000015012) as it relates to a member of the Hounslow branch and I

never attended any meetings of that branch;

b. Two intelligence reports dated 23 January 1975 (Doc 14, Tab 7,

UCP10000012060; Doc 15, Tab 7, UCPI0000012061) as they relate to

industrial action. I note that my cover name is not listed on these reports. I

do not recall any of the content of these reports except the names Privacy

I Privacy and Privacy I was not specifically tasked to report on IS

involvement in industrial action. We had an industrial action section in SB
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and one of the reports (Doc 14) refers to a large meeting held in a public

library, which indicates it might have been a public meeting and the sort of

event that a normal SB officer would have attended. It is certainly something

that I could have been sent to before I was deployed with the SDS. I would

not have known half of the people listed in the report anyhow as they were

from other branches of the IS and I do not recognise the names. I am not

specifically aware of any IS policy of entryism into the trade unions, but I

think they might have had one.

57. I have been asked about the intelligence report dated 11 December 1974 (Doc

16, Tab 7, UCP00000015002) which concerns an IS meeting where the IRA

bombing campaign was discussed. This appears to have been a closed meeting

for members only, as it was an issue that the IS probably felt was too sensitive

to discuss in a public meeting. I was not specifically tasked to report on Irish

politics and so I would not have attended a meeting specifically to address Irish

issues. However, I assume I was invited to go to the meeting and so it would

have looked a bit odd to turn the invitation down. Also, I did not often know the

agenda before I arrived at a meeting. It is not a meeting that I particularly recall

attending, but Ireland was a key issue at the time and so I would have reported

this discussion if I had attended it. I think I would probably have been the source

of the information in this report as it was produced at a time when I was deployed

to infiltrate the IS.

58. I have been asked about the intelligence reports dated 23 January 1975 (Doc

17, Tab 7, UCPI0000012067) and 14 May 1975 (Doc 18, Tab 7,

UCPI0000007180) relating to the Ealing branch of the IS, the intelligence report

dated 24 January 1975 (Doc 19, Tab 7, UCPI0000012076) relating to the

Heathrow branch of the IS, and the intelligence report dated 30 June 1975 (Doc

20, Tab 7, U0PI0000012748) relating to the Kingston branch of the IS. I do not

recall attending meetings of any other branches of IS except in Twickenham and

Isleworth. However, all of these reports refer to individuals from those branches,

not meetings. Therefore, I am probably the source of the information in these

reports, as I could have come across that information without attending meetings.
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The personal details in these reports are the sort of snippets of information that

could have been overheard in conversation.

59. I have been asked about the intelligence report dated 16 April 1975 (Doc 21, Tab

7, UCPI0000007069), which refers to a document written by Jim Higgins in

opposition to the IS. I do not recall specifically writing this report or Jim Higgins,

but I am probably the source of the information as it was produced during the

period when I was infiltrating the IS.

60. I have been asked about the intelligence reports dated 14 May 1975 (Doc 22,

Tab 7, UCP10000007186; Doc 23, Tab 7, UCPI0000007189), which refer to the

IS membership numbers and details of the Socialist Worker Information Service,

respectively. I do not recall specifically writing these reports, but I am probably

the source of the information as they were produced during the period when I

was infiltrating the IS and this is the kind of information I would have picked up

from somebody. The IS leadership sometimes circulated such details and they

would be read out in a branch meeting.

61. I have been asked about the intelligence report dated 22 May 1976 (Doc 24, Tab

7, UCPI0000009732), which gives details about Privacy and was apparently

attached to an IS document. It post-dates the other reports relating to IS and

refers instead to the WL, so it seems strange to me that it was attached to an IS

document. I was not responsible for the filing of reports and so cannot explain

how that might have occurred. I do not recall specifically writing this report, but I

may be the source of the information as I recall the person named in it.

62. I have been asked about the intelligence report dated 11 June 1975 (Doc 25,

Tab 7, UCPI0000007328), which states that Roger Harris was appointed

Contacts Secretary of the Twickenham branch of the IS. I cannot recall being

appointed the Contacts Secretary. However, I accept the report refers to my

cover name and so it is probably referring to me. If I had been appointed, I would

certainly have told my supervising officers. At the Twickenham branch of the IS

there were around 12-15 people at the meetings. I imagine this was a new role

because I do not recall the branch having a Contacts Secretary at all. It is
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possible that I was just asked at a meeting out of the blue and it would have been

hard to get out of it at that time. I do not think it is a role that I would have been

prevented from taking as it seems to be administrative and would not allow me

to influence the direction of the group. In fact, I can see the advantage of having

this role as it would have given the SDS access to the details of the IS members

in that area.

63. I have been asked about the intelligence report dated 15 September 1975 (Doc

26, Tab 7, UCPI0000007572 ), which relates to a bank account for the Middlesex

District of the IS. I am not aware of any reason for the Middlesex District of the

IS to conceal its funds. They were not using the money illegitimately as far as I

was aware. I imagine the funds arose from subscriptions and donations, to be

spent on transport to demonstrations and to fund any leaflets produced by that

district.

Reporting on the Workers' League

64. I have no distinct recollection of the WL as separate from the IS. In fact, as stated

above, my initial recollection was only having infiltrated the SWP. However, I

accept that I probably infiltrated the WL after the suspension of the Twickenham

branch of the IS. In particular, I accept that there are reports of WL meetings in

which my cover name is listed (Doc 6, UCPI0000010713; Doc 7,

UCPI0000021462; and Doc 8, UCPI0000017788). I think that a number of

individuals from IS moved across to the WL, and I believe I would have moved

over at the same time and continued reporting on the same individuals.

65. I am unable to recall any significant difference in the objectives of the WL and

the IS, and they appear to have been in the same area of the political spectrum.

I note that the WL draft constitution, which is appended to the intelligence report

dated 22 May 1976 (Doc 27, Tab 7, UCPI0000009735), shows that WL members

were required to be members of a union. I was not a member of a union whist

undercover and so I do not think I could have been a member of the WL. I do not

recall having any position of responsibility in the WL.
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66. I have been asked about the intelligence report dated 5 February 1976 (Doc 28,

Tab 7, UCPI0000009608), which gives a brief history of the WL and reports on

the M.'s first conference on 17 and 18 January 1976 in Birmingham. I initially

recalled travelling to Birmingham on only one occasion for a two-day conference

at Digbeth Hall. I recall the other activists wanted the use of my car to travel to

Birmingham more than they seemed to want me to attend, and I ended up

sleeping on someone's hall floor.

67. I have seen that there are five intelligence reports in the Witness Bundle referring

to meetings in Birmingham, and I have struggled to identify which of them relates

to the conference I attended. I do not think that I travelled to Birmingham five

times but, having viewed the reports, I accept that I may have attended

conferences in Birmingham more than once:

a. Intelligence report dated 5 February 1976 (Doc 28). I am not sure if I am

the source of this information as the annex includes what appears to be a

complete list of everyone there. I would not have known this many people

by sight and I do not know how I would have got a copy of a list of attendees.

Also, I am not listed as an attendee. However, I note that this is the only

one of the five reports in which Privacy is listed as attending. I recall

him from the conference I attended as he asked me if I wanted to join the

Campaign for Real Ale ("CAMRA") with him. I remember jokingly asking my

senior officers if I could infiltrate CAMRA but they were not too keen on the

idea.

b. Intelligence report dated 22 May 1976 (Doc 27). I think I may have been the

source of the information in this report as the conference was held at

Digbeth Hall and there is a relatively short list of people in the appendix that

I could have complied myself. However, I note that I am not listed as an

attendee.

c. Intelligence report dated 16 November 1976 (Doc 29, Tab 7,

UCPI0000017583). I think I am probably the source of the information in
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this report as I am listed as an attendee, although I do not recall going to

the Birmingham Students' Union.

d. Intelligence report dated 20 May 1977 (Doc 30, Tab 7, UCPI0000017390).

This report refers to a committee meeting rather than a conference. I was

never a member of a committee and so I think it is unlikely I am the source

of the information in this report. I note that I am not listed as an attendee.

e. Intelligence report dated 28 June 1977 (Doc 31, Tab 7, UCPI0000017521).

This report refers to a meeting at the Birmingham University Students'

Union as well as Digbeth Hall. I may have been the source of the

information in this report, but I cannot recall ever going to the students'

union and I am not listed as an attendee.

68. I have viewed all of the intelligence reports relating to WL in the Witness Bundle.

I think I am the reliable source referred to in most of the reports relating to WL

between February 1975 and June 1977. Although I do not recall infiltrating or

reporting on the WL, I recall the activists mentioned in a number of the reports,

and my cover name is listed in some of them. I do not know who could have been

the source of the information in these reports apart from me.

69. There some intelligence reports for which I do not think I would have been the

source:

a. Intelligence reports dated 16 June 1976 (Doc 32, Tab 7, UCPI0000009797),

21 July 1976 (Doc 33, Tab 7, UCPI0000010686), and 22 July 1976 (Doc

34, Tab 7, UCPI0000010688) as I cannot recall attending anyone's home

address for a meeting.

Intelligence reports dated 10 December 1976 (Doc 35, Tab 7,

UCPI0000017614) and 7 February 1977 (Doc 36, Tab 7,

UCPI0000017719) as I do not recall attending any meeting in Mitcham.
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 1
c. Intelligence report dated 5 April 1977 (Doc 37, Tab 7, UCPI0000017311)

as I do not recall ever attending a meeting of the Campaign Against Racism

and Fascism ("CARF"). I do not know why this report has been linked with

me.

d. Intelligence report dated 12 May 1977 (Doc 38, Tab 7, UCPI000017366) as

I do not recall ever attending a meeting in Surbiton.

70. I have been asked about the intelligence reports dated 15 March 1976 (Doc 39,

Tab 7, UCPI0000012248) and 20 September 1976 (Doc 40, Tab 7,

UCPI0000021366) relating to the Ealing and Hounslow IS branch after the WL

had been formed. I cannot say if I would have been the source of the information

in these reports as I cannot recall infiltrating the WL at all and so cannot say if I

would have maintained contact with the IS during this period. I note that these

reports relate to individuals rather than meetings and so it is information I could

have picked up without attending any IS meetings. It seems unlikely to me that I

would have continued to attend IS meetings as well as WL meetings, given that

the WL was set up in opposition to the IS.

71. I have been asked about the intelligence reports dated 26 January 1977 (Doc

41, Tab 7, UCPI0000017691) and 28 January 1977 (Doc 42, Tab 7,

UCPI0000017696) relating to the SWP. I cannot recall writing these reports

specifically but, as noted above, the SWP is the group that I initially recalled

infiltrating so I may have written these reports, but I cannot recall doing so.

72. I have been asked about the intelligence reports dated 5 May 1976 (Doc 43, Tab

7, UCPI0000012385) and 22 May 1976 (Doc 27) relating to the WL's relationship

with the Labour Party. The groups I infiltrated were not supportive of the Labour

Party. The majority of the conference attendees referred to in the report dated

22 May 1976 (Doc 27) seems to be against entryism into the Labour Party, which

would fit with the SWP model. From reading the reports, it seems that the WL

had a similar outlook to the SWP regarding the Labour Party. I am not sure that

I am the source of the information in the intelligence report dated 22 May 1976

(Doc 27) for the reasons set out above, but I am not surprised that it refers to the
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WL's membership statistics as the WL was a new organisation and the statistics

allow senior officers to know the strength and political direction of that group.

73. I have been asked about the intelligence report dated 7 February 1977 (Doc 36

U0PI0000017719) which refers to race campaigning. I note that the rule 9

request erroneously refers to the intelligence report dated 7 February 1975 (Doc

44, Tab, UCPI0000012104) which does not refer to race campaigning. The 1977

report (Doc 36) refers to a WL meeting in Mitcham. However, I cannot be sure

that I would have written this report as I do not ever recall going to a meeting in

Mitcham. I cannot recall ever being tasked to report on race issues or doing so.

Nevertheless, I would generally report anything that was brought up in a meeting.

For example, I have seen an intelligence report dated 26 July 1976 (Doc 45, Tab

7, UCPI0000010713) which refers to discussion of race issues at a WL meeting

and my cover name is listed. If I did not write the report dated 7 February 1977

(Doc 36), then I do not know who else may have done so.

74. I have been asked about the intelligence report dated 12 May 1977 (Doc 46, Tab

7, UCPI0000017366). I do not recall writing this report or attending this meeting

and so I am not able to comment on the views of the speaker at this meeting. In

fact, I do not think that I am the source of the information in this report as it was

a meeting in Surbiton and I do not recall ever going to Surbiton for a meeting.

Comparison with my 1971 reporting

75.. I have seen my reports on,.The IS from 1971. These were written whilst I was in
igm

another •squad in. SB

. Whilst I was in trfe squad we would not usually be able to

enter an activist meeting. This limited our intelligence to descriptions of people

attending. This is the case for the reports dated 21 October 1971 (Doc 47, Tab

7, MPS-0739315) and 22 October 1971 (Doc 48, Tab 7, MPS-0739314). Even

when we were permitted to enter the meetings, we were usually only able to

attend public meetings. For example, the reports dated 11 November 1971 (Doc

49, Tab 7, MPS-0733458), 15 November 1971 (Doc 50, Tab 7, MPS-0733459)

refer to public meetings. The second report dated 22 October 1971 (Doc 51, Tab
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7, MPS-0739313) and the report dated 1 December 1971 (Doc 52, Tab 7, MPS-

c-i733476") also most likely refer to public meetings as they were held in a public

hall and a public house, respectively. I note that in the report dated 3 November

1971 (Doc 53, Tab 7, MPS-0733446) I appear to have gained entry to a private

meeting, but that was not possible on a consistent basis. The main advantages

of the SDS were that UCOs were able to gain regular entry to private meetings

and obtain full names of attendees and details of what was discussed.

76. There must have been a reason for SB's interest in these IS meetings in

connection with whichever enquiry we were carrying out. For example, we might

have had a reason to attend believing we might be able to arrest somebody,

especially on the occasions where there were lots of officers present. I did not

use a cover name when I attended IS meetings prior to joining the SDS. I would

dress casually and, as I have set out above, I changed my appearance by

growing my hair long and growing a beard.

Reporting on the Troops Out Movement

77. I have seen the intelligence report dated 5 April 1976 (Doc 54, Tab 7,

UCPI0000012327) regarding a WL meeting where the TOM was discussed. I do

not recall attending any TOM meetings. I think I attended some TOM

demonstrations but only because the IS or SWP were attending the same

demonstration. I did not infiltrate the TOM.

78. I have seen the intelligence report dated 9 April 1976 (Doc 55, Tab 7,

UCPI0000012345) relating to a public TOM meeting. I do not think I am the

source of the information in this report as I do not recall ever being sent to a TOM

meeting.

Reporting on the individuals

79. I have seen the intelligence reports relating to details of individuals in the IS, WL

or SWP, or details of them joining or leaving these groups. This was information

that I would report because we needed to know who was in such groups. I might
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report basic information like their name and address but I rarely went into a great

deal of detail regarding anyone's background as I was focussed on the public

order side, which was a bit divorced from their private life or their habits. Reports

might include information on relationships between people within the groups or

group dynamics if it was relevant to the set up of the group or if there was a

possibility of a breakaway or splinter group or disagreements within the group. I

would say it was fairly basic reporting.

80. Most of my reporting would have been about demonstrations. This would include

reporting in advance of demonstrations about the likely numbers attending the

demonstration, the location and any information I had picked up about the

demonstration. It would also include reporting after attending a demonstration on

what I had seen happen at the demonstration. That might include reference to

individuals and what I had seen them doing such as if an individual or group had

been particularly aggressive. If it was a big demonstration, there might be reports

from 2 or 3 SDS officers that attended in their roles and I believe that the back

office would combine them into one report.

Trade unions

81. I did not join a trade union or become involved in their affairs whilst serving in the

SDS. There was an industrial action group within SB at one stage to deal with

those issues anyhow. If trade unions were discussed at meetings then I would

have put it in my reports, but that was the extent of my involvement.

Public order

82. The SDS was mainly focussed on the public order field. The whole reason for

the squad was the activity at demonstrations, especially any violence, and to

identify anyone causing that disorder. I would regularly attend demonstrations

whilst deployed, generally in central London. The IS would get involved in

anything they could and, as they were not too politically extreme, other groups

did not resent them joining in. It was also a good opportunity to sell The Socialist

Worker newspaper.
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83. The IS hierarchy did not always say whether branches should support a

demonstration, so it was often discussed within branch whether we should

attend. Only on occasions there was a national turnout where the IS would

arrange coaches from other cities. I do not recall having a regular meeting point,

so the IS members would probably arrive separately. We would bring IS banners

and banners advertising The Socialist Worker newspaper. I think I would

probably have carried one. Mostly demonstrations began at around 2pm. We

would usually join the march or spend a couple of hours selling The Socialist

Worker and then go to the nearest pub when it finished. As explained above, I

would submit a report on a Monday after attending a demonstration at the

weekend.

84. Public disorder was not a regular event at demonstrations in that era, unlike those

in the 1960s. However, I did witness damage to shop windows and cars. I did not

participate in any of these incidents. I recall one occasion when the police officers

stood arm-in-arm to form a cordon as the whole demonstration was pushing

forward. I found myself at the front and, by pure chance, standing opposite an

officer I knew. I was about 6 feet away from a previous sergeant who was

standing in the cordon. The incident could have escalated but it did not. If the

officer recognised me then he did not show it.

85. I have not been provided with any reports I wrote about demonstrations that I

attended. I have seen an intelligence report dated 17 February 1975 (Doc 56,

Tab 7, UCPI0000012129) which refers to an upcoming demonstration, but not

the demonstration itself, for which, as I have explained above, I would have also

submitted a report.

Violence

86. I saw attacks on cars and shop windows being broken around 3 or 4 times during

my whole SDS deployment. I was never particularly close to any violence or felt

in danger. This was in stark contrast to my experience of demonstrations whilst
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in uniform in the 1960s. I particularly recall once having to draw my truncheon to

defend the George Washington statue in Grosvenor Square in 1967.

87. I would record any incidents in my reports. Often there were a few SDS officers

at the same demonstration and so we would all submit what we saw. If there was

a particular incident then we would send the report in that evening, but routine

reports would be handed in on Monday. I also usually made contact with the back

office by telephone after a demonstration to confirm that I was all right.

Subversion

88. I understood SB to have a role countering subversion. When I joined SB, the

communist party was a key issue and there was a huge interest in their activity.

Gradually this waned in favour of Marxist, Maoist, socialist and right-wing groups.

All of those groups were trying to bring down or change government in some

way. I would consider them all to be subversive groups and SB had a role in

countering their activities. Based on the reports I have seen, I would consider the

suggestions of trade unions being infiltrated as being particularly subversive.

89. My recollection from my subsequent roles in SB is that most of the reports were

copied to the Security Service. However, I did not have any direct contact with

the Security Service when I was in the SDS.

38

90.

Details an incident involving the Security Services in a post SDS role

Sexual relationships

91. I did not engage in any sexual activity whilst undercover with the SDS.
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Other relationships

92. The closest personal relationship I had whilst undercover was with L Privacy

Privacy whose name I have seen in some of the reports. He was a tutor at

College,:  [1 as documented in the intelligence report

dated 23 March 1976 (Doc 57, Tab 7, UCPI0000012273). His mother owned a

pub and he would bring a couple of barrels home when he hosted social events

at his house, like a summer BBQ. My mindset was probably closest to his than

other IS members. I found it easier to get on with him than some of the other

people in the group but it was always in a social setting. I never met up with just

him.

Privacy

Criminal justice

93. I did not participate or encourage any other person to participate in any criminal

activity whilst undercover with the SDS. I was never arrested, charged, tried or

convicted of a criminal offence whilst undercover, nor did I appear in criminal

proceedings in my undercover identity.

94. As far as I am aware, the fact I was an UCO was never disclosed in connection

with any arrest or court proceedings, nor was my reporting ever disclosed in any

criminal investigation or prosecution.

95. I never provided evidence in support of any prosecution arising from my SDS
39

deployment.
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Other legal or disciplinary proceedings

96. I was not involved in any other legal or disciplinary proceedings in my undercover

identity.

Legal professional privilege

97. I never became aware of any legally privileged information whilst I was deployed

as an UCO.

Elected politicians

98. I may have reported on elected politicians if they had been speakers at any

events I attended. For example, I heard Peter Hain MP speak on a couple of

occasions, but probably at demonstrations where he was addressing the crowd.

I was never tasked to report on an elected politician.

The use to which your reporting was put

99. I do not know exactly what happened with my reports, although the information

was obviously being collated at SB and some of it being sent to Box 500. This

was just something that I assumed was happening. In my subsequent SB roles

when I was more senior, most of the reports I signed went to Box 500 and, even

as a junior officer, I read many documents whilst preparing for deployment in the

back office that had "Box 500" stamped on them. I believe that the reporting about

demonstrations would also have been sent to the public order section at Scotland

Yard.

100. I have been in the position to observe demonstrations and public order issues in

a number of different capacities: firstly, in uniform during my early career,

secondly in SB prior to my SDS deployment, then whilst undercover with the

SDS, and lastly as a more senior SB officer where I had more of an oversight

role.
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101. As somebody who has seen what was going on in the 1960s and the 1970s, it is

fair to say demonstrations were more adequately policed in the 1970s than in the

1960s. The policing was more appropriate to the scale of the demonstration and

therefore more cost effective. I put that down to the work we were doing in the

SDS and I think that is why it was formed in the first place. There were also fewer

demonstrations in the 1970s.

40

102. 1 Details an example which arose in one of HN200's post SDS roles in the early 19905.

I was out on the ground with someone

from Box 500 and received reports through Scotland Yard as the riot progressed.

I think some of those reports came from SDS officers who were in the

demonstration and making telephone calls from phone boxes on route. These

reports assisted with the policing of that demonstration, although the whole

incident appeared to come as somewhat of a surprise to the MPS.

Exfiltration

103. My SDS deployment ended in October 1977. The SB memo dated 18 October

1977 (Doc 58, Tab 7, MPS-0730697) refers 
[
to my leaving the field. I know that

did not replace me. I am not sure- "if M3 replaced me but I

do not think he was a direct replacement.
EI 

104. My deployment was around 3 years, which I thought was about the right length

of time. One of the main reasons why my deployment ended when it did was that
1 43!

I was not very well at the titrid.
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105. My withdrawal strategy was to tell the activists that I was moving to Canada. I

told them that I had family in Canada and was going to visit them and hopefully

gain employment over there. I wrote a few postcards to activists to support my

cover story. I remember saying that there were lots of jobs picking fruit over there

and that I had found employment. It was a planned withdrawal and I just put it

into action at the appropriate time. My senior officers were aware of this strategy.

I did not maintain any contact with any activists after my deployment and never

even saw an activist that I knew after leaving the SDS.

44

106.

Managers and administrative staff

107. My main supervising officer was Derek Kneale. Les Willingale was his number

two. I do not recall any other managers. I have been shown a list of names of

other potential SDS managers or administrative staff. I knew Derek Brice and I

think he took over from Derek Kneale at around the time I left the SDS. I also

kri6w-n HN294 but he only interviewed me for the SDS. I knew Matthew

Rodger from SB, but he was a Commander by that time, and I have worked with

Geoffrey Craft in other SB work. Angus Macintosh and Kenneth Pryde joined

after I left the SDS.

108. Dick Scully was a Detective Sergeant in the back office. He is the only

administrative staff member that I can recall. I saw him at our twice weekly

meetings and I used to telephone in every day and often spoke to him.
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Management and supervision: general arrangements

109. I had routine contact at the twice weekly meetings with Derek Kneele. Les

Willingale would come to those meetings sometimes as well. I called in every day

but I cannot recall ever specifically calling the managers. I did not normally have

face-to-face meetings outside the weekly SDS meetings, although I had some

with Derek when I was ill. He is a very decent guy and my health issues would

have worried him. He was very supportive. Knowing Derek, he would have

thought of it as part of his role to provide that support.

110. After an activist meeting or a demonstration, I would generally make notes as

soon as I got home. I would then write them up at the SDS meetings. I would

also write up a report at the Monday meeting if I had been doing something at

weekend. I would probably have written a report at the Thursday meeting if I had

attended an activist meeting in the week.

111. I would always submit at least a basic report for every activist meeting I attended.

I submitted reports detailing information that was relevant and manageable. I

have never been one for rambling on if something could just be put concisely.

Someone at the Home Office later told me that no one will read it if it is more

than two A4 sheets! When they were typed up in the back office, they may well

have been made even more concise, but I did not generally see reports after they

had been dealt with by the office.

112. If I had reported something more substantial, the managers would discuss it with

me further at the subsequent meeting. For example, when I went to Birmingham

I would probably have had a face-to-face meeting at the next SDS meeting to

talk that through. It was not necessary to do that all the time for routine reports.

Senior management and oversight bodies

113. I have been asked whether any officers with the rank of superintendent or above

visited the SDS during my deployment. I recall Robert Mark, who_. was a

Commissioner, visited an SDS safe house once during my deployment-Mil
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 as far as I recall. He also gave a short talk and said we were

doing very well. David McNie, who was a Commissioner as well, once came to a

safe house and stayed for lunch. I do not recall anybody visiting from any outside

body with any form of regulatory or oversight responsibility for policing.

114. I did not receive any commendations whilst in the SDS, although I think I received
47

one when I was team.another I

Deployments of contemporaries

115. I have been shown a list of names of other potential SDS officers. I recall working
[41
wiTh

HN298, HN301, HN342, HN303, HN300, HN353, HN304, Rick Clark

49
116. I cannot recall being deployed at the same time ät

1 50.
I do not recall being deployed with-

at the same time as me (Doc 3).

51

117. I have been asked whetherl HN294 used a cover name whilst serving in

the SDS. As far as I know, he did not use a cover name as he was a senior officer

and not in the field.

HN351 I

52

but I see that he had a vehicle

118. I have been asked whether. HN300 Used a cover name whilst serving in the

SDS. As far as I know, he did use a cover name but I cannot recall it.

119. I have been asked whether I came across Richard Clark during my deployment.

I knew Richard Clark and we were friends throughout our time in SB. However, I

cannot recall any particular conduct and cannot comment on his conduct.

120. As far as I recall, none of my contemporary officers committed or encouraged

others to commit a criminal offence, engaged in sexual activity in their cover
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identity, were charged, tried or convicted of any criminal offence, were involved

in any public disorder, violence or other criminal activity, were privy to any legally

privileged information, or tasked to report on the activities of elected politicians.

121. I think that my contemporaries were part of the overall success of the SDS in

ensuring the improved policing of demonstrations in the 1970s as compared to

the 1960s. I am not aware of any of my contemporaries providing particular

assistance to the Security Service except the officer deployed to infiltrate right

wing groups, but I cannot recall which officer that was.

Post deployment

Period immediately post deployment

122. Immediately after my SDS deployment, I took a break in Canada for around 1

month. This might even have been before I officially left the SDS. I cannot recall

any particular debriefing. I suppose I must have had an interview with whoever

was DCI at the time but I cannot recall being given any specific advice or support.

Post SDS police career

123. I have seen an extract from my personnel file (Doc 1) which has refreshed my

memory about my career history.

53.

124.

125.

126.

Details HN200's post-SDS postings
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127.

128.

129.

130.

131. I do not think my SDS deployment had any long-term effect on my welfare. I did

not think it had a short-term effect at the time either, but I was given a restful

posting to recover from the pressure of undercover work for a time.

132. I do not know if welfare services or support were available to me within the MPS.

I would not have known where to go to other than to my senior officers within SB.
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There was no one designated to consider our welfare as far as I was aware. The

only welfare issue I raised with my senior officers was when I spoke to Derek

Kneale about my health during my SDS deployment.

Leaving the police

133. I retired from the. MPS [in the mid 1990's.IMy rank was DCI when I left the MPS.
[55j

I left on good terms.

Undercover work in the private sector

134. I was never given instructions or guidance about working undercover in the

private sector and I never did any undercover work in the private sector.

Any other matters

135. There is no further relevant evidence that I am able to give.

Request for documents

136. I do not have any documents that are potentially of relevance to the Inquiry's

terms of reference. I have not referred to any other documents which were not

included with the Rule 9 request.

Diversity information

137. I am a white British male.
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I believe the content of this statement to be true.

i 56i

Signed:  

Date:

57i

HN200

21.08.19
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